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INTRODITCTION 
Leeches are among the most important fresh-water 
predators, but the factors affecting t h e i r numbers and 
distribution are not well known* Three of the most 
Important pieces of o r i g i n a l research into the ecology 
of leeches are by Bennike (19^3)» Mann (1955)» and 
Tucker (1958). 
Bennike noted the presence or absence of leech 
epeeies i n ponds, lakes, and marshes, and measured the 
t o t a l a l k a l i n i t y of the water. He did not measure t o t a l 
a l k a l i n i t i e s from r i v e r s , a l t h o u ^ he did note the presence 
or absence of leech species * Mann related the t o t a l 
a l k a l i n i t y to the number of leeches c a u ^ t per hour i n k7 
ponds and 11 streams or r i v e r s . Both authors made some 
comparisons between the leech fatrnas of different substrates. 
Unfortunately^ Bennike compared stone and reed populations 
which did not come from the same lakes or r i v e r s . Tucker (1958) 
related the numbers of leeches and other invertebrates c a u ^ t 
per hour i n l6 ponds to the calcium and magnesium concentrations, 
and the t o t a l a l k a l i n i t y . 
. .2 . . 
Only two estimates of the densities of leech 
populations per unit area could be foimd. One was given by 
Hann (1965)1 the other, based en three small areas of an 
unspecified substrate, by Bennike (19^3)* 
Since the leech populations of flowing waters have: 
been lees thoroughly studied than those of ponds, i t was 
decided to concentrate on the l o c a l r i v e r s i n the present 
work. Mean densities of leeches per square yard were 
estimated to give figures which could be compared with those 
for other animals. 
The effect of substrate on leeches appears not to 
have been studied much. i t was therefore decided i n the 
present Work to record the type of substrate from which 
leeches were collected. By recording the nature of the 
substrate, misleading comparisons between different streams 
were avoided. As far as possible the population densities 
of leeches found were related to the nature of the substrate 
and the chemical factors found. 
* .3* • 
METHODS 
1. Choice o f Sit e 
I'ho eltoa chosen were mainly i n the r i v e r 'vear or i t s 
t r i b u t a r i c e at or above Durhasi City. VJherever posoible 
a nusber o f randoasly chosen areas within an apparently 
U B i f o r a subatrato were Bearchad for leeches. Any s i t e 
choeen was approsiaately uniforis in ciirrent and substrate. 
In V?hltewell Beck no attempt wae made at randoa s e l e c t i o n 
beoauaa of t h e eiaall s i z e o f the otreaa and t h e absence 
of any large areas o f uniform subetrate. The slae o f 
the aroaa exaained varied with the nature of t h e a u b e t r a t e 
but was feept approxiaately constant for any one typ e of 
aabetrate. This variation occurred because areas 
covered with sraall stones take longer to exasine then 
thoGse covered with largo onee. 
Larger ooiaples were used to r e d u c e the degree o f 
VfiiriatlOQ betvieea the saigples. 
S i t e s were investigated a t regular intervale when 
transport was readily available. I t was not possible 
to make regular v i s i t s to the s i t e s above Bishop 
Auckland. 
I n the r i v e r Wear, a l l substrates present at depths 
of l e s s than 3ft were examined. i n the other streams 
stones resting on mud or sand, shingle, banks, and areas 
covered by Sparganium erecta were examined, 
i i . Oollecting and Counting 
i n stony s i t e s a l l the stones within a measured area 
were tiurned over, and a l l the leeches present were collected 
or counted. The substrate beneath the stones was sieved 
when erpobdellids were present. 
Plants of Sparganium ereCta within a measured area 
were pulled up by the roots, and leeches were collected 
from between the leaves* The mud between the plants 
was sieved to a depth of about 6in. 
When the substrate consisted of mud i t was sieved 
to a depth of about 6in. A sieve with meshes 2im apart 
was used i n a l l cases. 
Three areas i n the r i v e r Browney were sampled at 
monthly inter v a l s to test whether repeated sampling of 
the same areas gave more accurate estimations of 
population changes than random sampling. To reduce 
the amount of disturbance, the mud beneath the stones 
was not sieved. 
e c.5« • 
i i i . i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
Individual leeches were identified with the help 
of K.H. Mann's key to B r i t i s h fresh-water leeches. 
Dturing the f i r s t two months of the work a l l spaoinehB 
were taken to the laboratories for identification 
under the microscope. At the end of this period 
i t vras found that identifications oould be made 
accurately without a microscope, and'most, identifieations 
were made i n the f i e l d . 
i v . Estimation of Numbers 
The numbers of leeches per square yard wae 
calctilated for each a!?ea investigated. I f five or 
more areas of the same substrate at a given s i t e were 
investigated within a period of ten days» the mean 
density and the 93% confidence l i m i t s for the mean 
and for individual areas were calculated. 
Arithmetical probability paper was used to t e s t 
whether the distribution of densities approximated 
to a normal distribution. In the majority of cases 
the distribution was transformed to a normal. The 
transformation used i s noted i n each case. 
. .5.. 
When one or more of the areas at a s i t e had no 
leeches of a particular species i t was impossible to 
transform that distribution to a normal one. I n such 
cases the confidence l i m i t s were calculated by the 
negative binomial formula (see Anscombe 1950, B l i s s 1953* 
Fisher 1953). There was unfortunately not time enough 
to apply t h i s formula i n a l l eases where i t was needed.' 
V* Water Testing 
(/alcium and magnesium cCneentratlons, t o t a l 
r e s i s t i v i t y ^ and pB were mesieuredi 
R e s i s t i v i t y was measured by a Mullard conductivity 
c e l l at O^C. 
pH was measured by a direct reading pH meter. 
Dissolved substances derived from peat a^ie described 
throughout th i s work as peat effluents. I t was not 
possible to make any measurements of the amounts of 
peat effluents present. 
Calcium and Magnesium concentrations were measured 
by an E;.E.L. atomic absorbtion spectrophotometer. 
. . 7.« 
10,000 p^p^m. of Lanthanum (Ztanthanum chloride solution) 
were used to prevent Interference by phosphorous with 
calcium determination. 
v l . Measurement of Current 
The only available method for measuring current was 
the Pltot tube. This has two serious disadvantages; 
I t cannot be used to measure current speed i n crevices 
between stones; and i t can only measure currents more 
than apiproximately 50om per second. Most of the currents 
measured at the surface of the substrate were too slow to 
be measured by t h i s method. 
Water speeds were therefore measured by eye, and 
described a s i 
f a s t , rapids with disturbed water surface, 
moderate, where objects float at above normal 
walking speed, 
slow, where objects float at l e s s than normal 
walking speed, or 
negligible. 
% e substrate generally corresponds with the current 
as follows: 
f a s t , moderate current, substrate of stones on sand. 
.'.8.. 
slow current, substrate includes smaller stones on 
sandy mud. 
negligible current, substrate of mud. 
v i i . Weighings 
A number of leeches from each s i t e were taken at 
monthly inter v a l s and identified i n the laboratory. 
They were then blotted dry with f i l t e r paper and weighed 
on a Mettler balance, accurate to .OOOlgm* 
v i i i . Ages, b i r t h s , and deaths of the l«eches 
Mortality among the older leeches, and births were 
deduced from changes i n the weight profile of the 
poptilation, as shown i n the figures giving individual 
weights. I n general no distinction was made between 
animals of different ages when estimating populations. 
The young of Trooheta subviridis were excluded from 
density calculations because of their extreme tendency 
to aggregate. They were distinguished by their small 
s i z e and weight and thei r red colour due to blood pigment. 
i x . Gut contents 
The gut contents of 20 specimens of Trooheta bykowekii 
were examined.' 
. .9« • 
Ten were obtained by dissecting animals which had 
been k i l l e d with alcohol; the other ten by gently 
equeeaing the wear end of the l i v e animal,between two 
pieces of f i l t e r paper. A l l were taken from adults. 
. .lo*. 
RESULTS 
LEECH POPOLATI0NS 
Densities are expressed as numbers jper square yard. 
The population density of each area examined i s given separately, 
Where five or more areas within a single s i t e have been examined 
i n one week the mean density, 939^  confidence l i m i t s of the mean 
density, and $5% confidence l i m i t s for the population densities 
of singie areas are givan. I t was hot possible i n some cases 
to calculate confidence l i m i t s for the mean. The type of 
calculation used to determine the confidence l i m i t s of the 
mean i s described as normal when the distribution could be 
transformed into a normail one, or as negative binomial vhen 
the negative binomial equation was used. The type of 
traneformation used to convert the distribution found into 
a normal one i s glVen: i n the tables. 
In the figures giving individual weights each dot 
representsi the position of an individual animal on the w e i ^ t 
s c a l e . Weights are e ^ r e s s e d i n grams. Different weight 
scales are used for different species. Glossiphonlds %fith 
attached eggs or young are shown by an oblique dahs, thus / • 
The following species were fotmd i n the ri v e r s 
under investigatioat 
.-.ai.^.' 
Glossiphonidaet 
Helobdella stagnalis 
Qlossiphonia complanata 
Theromyaon tesselatum 
i^jgg^2l^^ae:i 
Erpbbdelia ^  betoculata 
Trocheta'bykbwskii 
Trooheta subviridis 
Hirudidae: . 
flaemopis sanguisuga 
fhe following species were found near Durham but not 
i n the ri^<^rs investigated! 
dloesiphohidae; 
Batracobdella palUdosa 
Piscioolidaet 
P i s c l c o l a ^eometra 
Erpobdellidaet 
Bina Ijneata 
\ 
o m 
m > 
> 
m m 
( / ) 
r m 

. .12.- . 
HIVER WEAR 
The r i v e r Wear was investigated at Wearhead, Stanhope, 
Woleingham, Witton-le-Wear, Bishop Auckland, aboVe aivd below 
the confluence with the r i v e r Gaimlees, Croxdale, and below 
Durham. 
Wear from Weajphead to Wolsingham 
The areas investigated were a l l about 9 sq.ft. »d.th 
a subsitrate of stones on muddy sand, and a slow current. 
Pour .areas were investigated at V/earhead and at Stanhope 
on July 7.th» Four areas were examined at Wolsingham, two 
above and two below the confluence with Waskerley Beck on 
August 3rd. 
Wo leeches were found i a any of the areas examined. 
Witton»le«Wear 
Two types of substrate were investigated on 
Augtist 22nd. 
i . Stones on muddy Band\ at or above the water l e v e l . 
Two areas^ each about 6 sq.ft. were searched. 
No leeches were found, 
i i . Stones on sand, current slow.' 
Nine areas, each about' 6 sq.ft. were investigated. 
The population densities found are given i n 
Table 1.; 
Table 1 
Area no* 
CI) 
(2) 
(3) 
( • 4 1 ' 
Species 
H. atagnails 
(6) 
(9) 
0 , Gomplanata 
Number per sq* yd. 
0 
8.6 
3.0 
5 .^ 
36,0 
11.5 
25.2 
7.2 
7.2 
F b r s t a ^ n a l i s the following res u l t s were calculated, Using 
tbie ne gat lire binomial method. 
M0aa density » § 1 per sq.yd. 
9 ^ confidence l i m i t s of mean density « up to 113 per eq.yd. 
fhe mean weight of 95 specimens of H. stagnalie 
was .0049 ^ » individual weights are given i n figure 1. 
Wear from Bishop Auckland to Durham 
Substrate types investigatedt 
i . Stones on sand i n regions of rapid current. 
' Six areas, each about 1'8q.yd. were investigated on 
March 10 - 15. Three were at Durham, three at Crpxdale. 
No leeches were found. 
Figure 1 .Weigjits o f i n a i v i d o a l leeches f n m Yifittos l a Y/ear» 
r 
]}{' 
«: 
I!" 
K 
I " 
H.stagnalas 
Wts.(g.) 
,0200 
.0150 
.0100 
.0050 
. . I V . . 
±±i stones on sand i n regions of moderate current. 
This type of substrate was investigated at Bishop 
Auckland above the confluence with the r i v e r Gaunless, 
and at Croxdale. Each area was between 2 and 2.9 sq.yds. 
The numbers of each species found per square yard i n each 
area are shown i n table 2. Individual weights are shown 
i n figures 2 & 3» Mean weights are shown i n table k, 
Bstimations of the mean density per square yard of 
each species, and i t s range of probable variation, are 
given i n table 3. 
The populations of H.stagnalis and Q.complanata 
appear s i m i l a r , since the means for each s i t e l i e well 
within the 93% confidence'limits for the other s i t e . 
The main difference between the two s i t e s i s that 
T. aubviridis i a absent at Croxdale, while E.ootooulata 
i s scarce above the Gaunless. 
I t should be noted that the areas examined at 
Croxdale on 30th A p r i l and lat June were closer to the 
bank and therefore probably more sheltered than those 
examined on kth July and 6th August. 
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i i i . ; stones on muddy sand i n regions of slow current. 
This type of substrkte was investigated at Bishop 
Auckland above and below the confluehce with th« r i v e r 
' Qaunlessi and at Freinkiahd's Farm, below Durham City . 
SiE^ 9^  area investigated meei^ A^jred approximately one 
square yard. The numbers of each species i n each area 
investigated are given i n table 5* Mean w e i ^ t s for 
, the specimens taken from each s i t e are shown i n table 6. 
individual weights are shown i n figures 4 8» 5« Mean 
population densities and range of probable variation are 
. shown i n table 7; 
i v . Plaaits of Sparganium erecta on soft mud at Croxdale. 
The current was slow to negligible. This s i t e was 
2dft from the nearest stony area.. 
The ntpibers of each species per square yard in. each 
area investigated are ^ i ven i n table 8 together with the 
mean weights of each species on each date. Individual 
weights are shown i n figure 6. 
Each area examined measured about 2 sq.yds. 
V . Mudj including some organic detritus (rotten leaves, twigs 
e t c . ) ^ current slow to negligible. 
^ e nttmbers of each species per square yard i n each 
area investigated on 6th September are shown i n table 9* 
Each area investigated measured about 1 sq.yd. 
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Figure 6b.IndiYidual weights of E.octoculata & E.g-ur-^aisugs. from reeds 
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Area No. 
.. 24 .. 
a 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
CCflinyianata 0 4.0 0. 2.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
E.gotjaeUlata 3.0 8.0 6^0 6.0 15.0 16.8 3.0 15.4 7.5 5.1 
MO vdlgliingi «ore siaci^. the two areas with 
q.cjgttUBfanatsa were adit tfp^^l because they contained a 
r e l a t i v e l y large aneimt ot rotting t ^ i g s . 
'^"'^  ErpebdeAla ^otoculata the foilewiog data were 
oalcsulated : 
tlntransforaed aean density 8.6 per sq.yd. 
7ran8f,0xiBed mean d(»i«fity e 7.2 per sq.yd. 
95% eonfidence l i s i t f of the 
Mean denstty 4.5 11.6 per sq.yd^ 
95% eonfidenee l i p i i t s for single areas » 1.6 • 32.1 per aq.yd. 
liOg traniforiBation used. 
v i ^ Stones on middy sand^ Just above the water level» with 
a mat ot daap algae covering the surface» Frankland's Fars. 
E&dJai area eKanlhed on 25th July was about 6 sq.ft. 
Th.9 f01 loving nuiBbers per square yard were found i n 
the areas invesMgated. 
..25.. 
Tab 1(2 
Area no.l Area no.2 
Speoieet 
H, atagnalla 61.7 82.5 
E. octoculata 0 1.5 
H. sangttiattga G 3»0 
The follovifing mean weights were foundi 
Species? No. weighed Mean wt. (gm) 
l i B t a g n a l i s 55 i0031 
Hi sangttiBURa 2 1*1759 
Note the difference i n the weight distribution for 
Helobdellia stagnalis i n substrates type llxand v i as shown 
i n figure k, 
v i i . Exposed shingle banks, with the intei:s:u.tses between 
the stones f i l l e d by mud or sand. ^ 
Two s i t e s were searched. The one at Croxdale was 
exposed except when the r i v e r was high after heavy rain{ 
the one at Frankland*s Farm was exposed only during one 
v i s i t when the r i v e r was below i t s normal l e v e l . The 
numbers of eaoh species i n each area investigated are 
i shown i n table 16. Each area was about one sqtiare yard. 
•.26.V 
The mean population densltiee and confidence limits 
for the mean are shown i n table 12. Mean weights are 
shown i n table 11, individual weights i n figures 7 & 8. 
Table 10 
Croxdale, 3th August 
Area No. 1 2 3 ^ 5 6 7 
T. subviridis if.2 0 0 0 8.6 0 2.0 
E. sanRuisttfta 2.1 2.0 1.2 2.0 2.9 ^.5 1.0 
Frankland's Farm, 27th July 
• • • .Area.-No.- • 8 9 10 11 12 13 Ik 
Ti bpirkowskii ZA 6^ 3 9.5 11.0 5.6 6.0 3.0 
H. sanffuisuga 3.2 0 0 ^.^ 2.2 8.0 6.0 
Table l i 
Croxdale, 5th August 
Speciest No. weighed Mean wt. 
T, subviridie 7 .1695 gm 
H. eanguisuga 9 2.1063 gm 
Frankland*s Farm, 27tb July 
Speciest No, weighed Mean wt. 
t . bykowskii 17 .W9 SO 
H. aanguisuga 1^  1.5033 gm 
Piguro 7 . ' ' ' e i^t3 o f I n d i v i d u a l Isecsliss: f j x c i subs t ra te type v i i , 
¥ e a r ^Praiilclands PamytGlou Durfaam (27 JuJ^'-), 
T>hykorfsIdJ^ S,saii,?jisuga 
4s. 
•3s. 5s. 
•2s. 2S. 
»1 g« 
0 
jx^o Oo..'eight3 of individual leedies from substrate typo J,>U 
Croxdale (5 August), 
T,5u'bvir5.dj.3 H.scjy^uisuga 
• 
• 
•3s* 
•2g, 
•1g« 
2 ,0g . 
1.5s. 
I.Og. 
.5; 
SHINGLE BANK, CROXDALE 
TROCHETA FOUND =T 
HAEMOPIS FOUND =H 
SHINGLE 
,..28. 
The places woer« T. subvlrldie were found at Croxdale 
are shown on the map. A l l were i n places Isolated from the 
siain body of the r i v e r Wear, either near pools or i n a t r i c k l e 
of water froa a drain. 
The presence of T. eubviridie here i s rather anomalous. 
Hone of the ¥pecimeM f ^ ^ ^ to be sexually 
mature, and only one may have been a newly emerged juvenile, 
^ i s i s a completely different population profile from that, 
found above the confluence with the Saunlese. The position 
of the genital a t r i a (only v i s i b l e i n the larger specimens) 
corresponded to that of Trocheta eubviridis. 
A single specimen with a clitellum wks found i n the 
early spring. I t was larger than an adult T. bykowskii and 
had a yellowisli colour, similar to that of immature specimens 
Of -'f, s u b v i r i d i s . 
Three areas of the s i t e at Prankland'e Farm were 
investigated again on 27th August when they were found to be 
covered by 3 - 9in of water. ' These were areas 28, 29, and 
30 of eubstratie type i i i , with populations of H. stagnalis, 
Q. complanata, and E« oetoculata. 2, bykowskii and 
H. sanguisuga were completely absent. The leech populations 
must have moved upwards within the r i v e r banks as the water 
rose". I t was not possible tb check whether populations of 
T'.'bykbwefcii and H. sangtuLsnga were present i n the bank because 
i t consists here of large stones held i n place by s t e e l bars. 
GOWSHILL QUASRY, KEAH WEARHEAD 
This l e a fiooded quarry draining into a I«echIeeB 
stretch of the upper Wear. The substrate was stones on sandy 
mud, i^ith a negligible ctirrent. I t was investigated once, on 
7th July, when the following densities were found. 
Table 1^  
rSpeoieSs No. per sq.yd. 
H. stagnalis 90 
Mi? staijsnalis 333 
H. stagnalis 3^ 9 
Hone were weired. 
Each area investigated was about 3 square feet. 
*.30.. 
CROSSTHWAITE BEGK 
This i s a small stream, draining into a leechless 
part of the upper Tees at Hiddletoa i n Teesdale. Two areas 
with a substrate of stones and a slow current, each measuring 
about 'fl^ square feet, were searched on 6tb May. The 
following leech populations were found* 
i . No leeches 
i i . 36 9« complanata per square yard. 
..31.. 
WASKERtBT BECK= 
Th±B i s a ohallow, generally fast stream, 4 - 6 feet 
wide, flowing into a leeohless stretch pf the Wear at lolsingham. 
I t was sao^led only onee, on 2nd August, The substrate was stones 
on sand. The following densities were foundt 
Table 14 
Species; Current No. per sq. yd. 
&• oomplanata 
&• ooaplanata 
Slow 
Moderate 
33 
9 
The mean weight of 16 epeoimens was .0121 gm. 
Both areas examined were about 6 square feet. 
..32., 
filVEH flAUKLESS 
The riiver Oatihless was investigated where i t 
flows through ]^ish6p^s Park, Bishop Auckland^ just above 
i t s cdnfluehde with the wear. A l l the areas examined were 
on a Substrate of stones on muddy sand. Sach area measured 
approximately 6 square feet. 
^ e numbers of each species per square yard i n 
each area investigated are given i n table 13* The mean 
weights of each species taken at eao h date are shown i n 
table 16. 
Individual weights are shown i n figure • .v 9» 
EstUaiations of the mean density per square yard 
of each species, and the probable range of variation, are 
given i n table 17. 
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..35.. 
BBANCEPETH BECK 
\ Braneepeth (Stockley) Bedk i s a; small stream, 
3 f» 8 feet widie. I t can be divided into three partis t 
i . An upper p&rt With generally rapid flow^ the substrate 
consisting of stones on eroding clay. 
• i i < A middle part v/here i t . enters the Wear valley 
plain, \i±th a shingle bottom, and stretches of 
alow flow. 
i i i . A lower meandering partj vfith a substrate of mud 
' oh gravel, often lined by Sparganium erecta. 
The numbers of each species per square yard i n 
each area investigated are given i n table l 8 . Each area 
investigated was about 6 square feet. The mean density 
and probable range of Variation are given i n table 19. 
Mean weights are given i n table 20. 
Inaivlduai Tself^s are given i n figure 10. 
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..38.• 
HOLYV/ELL BECK 
Holywell Beck i s a small stream, 2 - 4 feet wide, 
and never more than 1 foot deep. The areas investigated 
a l l had a slow current and a bottom of shingle. 
The numbers of each species per square yard 
i n each area investigated are given i n table 21. Each 
area investigated measured about 6 square feet, except 
area No.l. 
Mean densities and range of probable variation 
are shown i n table 22. Mean weights are shown i n table 23, 
individual weights i n figure 11. 
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8IVER DEBHNESS 
Xhle i s a small river, less than 4 feet deep, 
and 6 - 1 5 feet vdLde. I t s bed i s of gravel or stones 
on sandy Bud» and shingle banks above the vater level 
oeour. Sbarganium ereotum grows along i t s banks i n 
plaees. 
Pour ^ e s of substrate were examined, 
i . Sparganiuffl ereotum on auddy shingle. 
ii« Stones embedded i n imd or olay at the edge of 
the water. 
i i i . A single large, f l a t stone at the edge of 
the water. 
i v . Stones on sandy mad, covered by water, slow current. 
The numbers of eaoh apeoies found per square yard 
i n each area investigated are given i n table 24. Hean weights 
are given i n table 23, individual weights i n figures 12 & 13. 
The mean densities of eaoh species, azid the $5^ confidence 
limits of the mean and of pt^ulatioas of individual areas 
are shown i n table 26. Each area of stony substrate 
examined measured about 1 square yard. 
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IlVrm BROWNEY 
The Bfowney i s a r e l a t i v e l y large r i v e r (10 <• 20 
f e ^ t wide). I t was sampled below the bridge of the Durham -
Bearparfe road. The bed consists of s o l i d rock, stones on 
sandy ffiud, or mud. 
fwo areas of mud, each approximately one square yard, 
were sieved on 22nd August. No leeches were found. 
'She aumbers of each species fouziid per square yard 
i n each area of stones or mud examined are given i n table 27* 
The aresis examihed on 28th May measured about 2 square yards * 
A l l subsequent areas measured about one square yard. 
Areas 6, 7, and 8, had been examined previously 
on 28th May and 30th June. The population densities have 
been calculated excluding these areas. Mean population 
densities per square yard and range of probable variation are 
shown i n table 28^ Mean weights are shown i n table 29$ 
individual weights i n figures 14 and 15. 
As can be seen from table 27, the ^. stagnalis 
populations of areas 6 & 8, and the T. bykowskii populations 
of areas 6, 7^  & 8, l i e outside the 93% confidence l i m i t s for 
individual areas. I t can therefore be concluded that the 
H. stagnalis population of areas disturbed by previous sampling 
i s higher than that of undisturbed areas, and the T. bykowskii 
, . .46 . . 
population i s lower than that of surrounding areas. I t 
thus appears that repeated sampling of the same areas i s 
not a r e l i a b l e method. 
The mean density of Q. coMplanata i n areas 6 - 8 
i s 16.6 per square yard. Thia i s outside, the confidence 
l i m i t s for the mean of areas 9 • 14, but within the 95?J 
limits. i t i s therefore not possible to say whether the 
6. cbmplanata piepulatlon wste affected by the diet\trbance 
ca\:sed by samplings 
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GHOXDALS BEGK 
Croxdale Beck i s 5 12 feet vdtde, and seldom more 
than .two feet deep. Where investigated, the current was 
mainly moderate to f a s t . The bottom i s of stones on sandy 
mud, aad many shingle banks occur. The water i s very turbid, 
and CQht£iihS'much coal dtist. 
.• -i The following substrates were investigatedj 
i i Stones on sand, with a slow to moderate current. 
-•^^,''vy'. 'fo\ic-'axf<de^ were examined on 27th June. No leeches 
-were''fo'uhdi. 
i i . . 'Stones on muddy sand i n very sheltered places , 
current slow to negligible, 
i i i . Shingle banks r i s i n g above the water l e v e l , 
i v * Single large stoned on the shingle banks, 
v. S o i l of the r i v e r bank, including stones and rotten 
wood. 
The areas examiQed measured about 2 x 3 feet, 
except for those of substrate type i v , which were about 
3 ^ 4 square feet. • 
The numbers of each species found per square yard 
i n each area examined are given i n table 30. Mean densities 
per squariB yard for each species, and range bf variation, are 
given i n table 31. Mean weights are shown i n table 32, 
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iiidivi<iuai weightis i n figure l6, ' 
Seoauss the population of T« bykowskii i s pr a c t i c a l l y 
f • • • • 
eonstant from A p r i l 27th to 28th July, and because figure l6 
shows a constant popixlation p r o f i l e , accompanied by a steady 
iacreaee\in Individual weight, i t was concluded that the mean 
deneitlee had not changed during the period of this research. 
Th^ mean was tken re-caieuiatedV using tlie densities of a l l ' 
the areas of substrate type i l l which had been investigated.j 
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WHITEWELL BECK 
Whltevrell Beck i s a emali strean'4 - 8 ifeet wide. 
The bottonj i s oaialy of large etones on clay. The s i t e 
investigated was below the bridge of the A.iSO near Shi n c l i f f e . 
'SE^iis^^ineludes two pools, one of which i s about 4 feet deep. 
Only GlbsBiphoiaia complanata was found. The numbers fotind i n 
each area investigated are giyen i n table 33* Each area 
examined laeasured about k,3 square feet. In areas 11 <- 13 
mud was being deposited on the stones, and the current was 
slow to negligible,in areas 6 • 10 no mud was being deposited, 
and the current was slow to moderate* Mean populations, and 
range of variation, are shown i n table 34* 
Mean weights are given i n table 33; individual 
weights i n figure 17* 
Above the A.180 road bridge, Whitwell Beck, and i t s 
tributary, Ghatman Beck, have a generally ifajb current, with 
he large continuous areas of slow or moderate current. The 
substrate i s leurgely unstable, consisting of gravel and 
eroding clay^ 
Small isolated areas with a moderate current and a 
stony bottom do occur. Seven of these with areas varying 
from 3 - 6 square feet were investigated on 13th - l6th 
January. The numbers of G. comjolanata found i n them weret 
0, 0* 0» 1* 1, 2,>. 
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06» mm, COCK OF THE msm» mam. 
This pond has a dlaaeter of about 15 feet, and i s 
about I foot deep. I t %9 situated opposite the garas^ at the 
CoQk of th» North, Oiurhas, about a s l l e tfem the Wfar, and 
100 feet above I t . I t has j^lther Inflov nOr eutflov. 
fhe iubstrate ve^ mxd, with a dense covering of 
Glycena »p. 
Qn9 area of appretslBately 3 square feet was searohed 
on 28t|i If ay. H^lMi follqwing population deimltlss wei^ o found : 
Speples. No. per 9q. yd. 
Batrao^bdoila paludesa (total) 
Batraegbdella ti^ 3.;Ud[oia (with young) 
HeloidOtl'a iti^ayaails 
Plna llneata 
Dlna llaeate (cocoons) 
84 
18 
0 
45 
99 
..3^.. 
STREAMS WITHOUT LEECHES 
Upper Tees 
This was investigated at two s i t e s , Moorhouse and 
Middleton i n Teesdale* 
At Moorhouae i t i s 4 - 6 feet wide. Pour areas, 
each about 3 square feet, were searched on 7th July. , The 
substrate was of stones on mud i n a slow current* 
At Middleton i n Teesdale i t i s about 30 feet wide* 
The areas searched had a stony substrate and a slow current. 
Five areas, each about three square feet, were searched on 
6th May. 
Upper Wear 
Areas i n the r i v e r Wear above Wit ton l e VJear were 
searched and found to lack leeches, as already described. 
Sa i t w e l i G i l l 
This i s 2 •> 6 feet wide, and receives treated 
sewage from the Durham colleges. Seven areas, each 2 - 3 
square feet were searched. The substrate was stones on mud, 
with a slow to moderate current* 
Nickynack Beck 
This i s 2 - k feet wide, and receives sewage from 
Croxdale v i l l a g e , and drainage water from a coal t i p * Three 
..57.. 
areas each about 3 square feet were searched* The substrate 
was stones on rotten wood on mud, with.a slow current* 
Croat's Beck, Langley Moor 
This i s 3 - ^  feet \d.de. I t reeeives drainage water 
from a coal t i p , and also shows signs of detergent pollution. 
The stones were covered with a greyish gelatinouis deposit. 
Four areas, each 3 square feet,'with a slow to moderate current, 
were investigated. 
". .-58 • • 
POPULATIONS FOUHD BY OTHER WORKERS 
i have o i l y been able to find one record (Mann, I965), 
of the numbers of leeches per unit area on a given substrate. 
The substrate below a depth.of 3ni i n the r i v e r Thames at Reading 
i s stony; above 3m i t consists of mud with water l i l i e s (Nuphar sp.) 
and sweet rushes (Acorus sp.) 
The populations found are given i n table 36. 
Bennike gives the population deiisity found on an 
Ainspe^cified substrate i n a brook beneath a mill-pond* 
The population densities per square yard are given 
i n tetble 37* ' ' 
Bennike also counted the turbellarians, gastropods, 
oligochaets, isopods, water mites, and insects. He found 
that leeches formed c. 23^ of the to t a l number of animals 
counted. 
i I • • • 
The t o t a l population (65*^  leeches per square yard) 
i s comparable to that found i n the more heavily populated 
parts of the r i v e r Wear. The difference between the ratio 
of H. stagnalis to E. oetoculata found here, and that found 
i n the r i v e r Vlear, may be due to the fact that Bennike based 
h i s estimate on the numbers found i n three small areas, each 
^50 Bq*cm. 
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EFFECTS OF SUBSTRATE , 
Figure 18 shows the mean densities, of leech 
populations i n different substrates i n the r i v e r Wear, 
Densities are expressed as numbers per square yard. 
Table 3d shows the percentage of each population formed by 
each species. Newly emerged specimens of Trocheta subviridis 
are excluded* 
Mean densities of the leech populations i n different 
substrates,in Brancepeth Beck, Croxdale Beck, and the r i v e r 
Deerness, are given i n figure 19* The percentages of each 
population formed by each species, are given i n table 39* 
PoptOations, of Helobdella s t a ^ a l i s and Troche ta 
bykowskl can vary greatly within apparently uniform substrates. 
Examples of t h i s are given i n table 4p« 
Since the comparison of trcmsformed and untransformed 
mef;£^ would be of doubtful value, untransformed means are used 
throughout tables 38 - 4o and figures I8 & 19. 
Mann (1955) gives the percentage compositions of 
leech populations on stones and reeds (reed species not named) 
i n some lakes* Bennike (1943) gives the percentage composition 
of the leech fauna of plants of Sparganium erects i n a lake* 
He noted the presence, but not the r e l a t i v e numbers, of leecht, 
I 
, species i n the stony parts of the lake* ^ 
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These re s u l t s are compared with those of the present 
work i n table ^ f l . 
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF THE WATER^ INVESTIGATiJD 
^ The calcliim concentrations found are shown In 
table kZ\ magnesium concentrations i n table 4^, t o t a l 
r e s i s t i v i t y 4t 0°G and pH i n table 44. In cases where 
no determination has been made, a blank i s l e f t i n the 
table. . ' 
The relationship between the densities of the 
leech populatioim and the calcium concentrations of the' 
waters i n which they were found i n shown i n figure 20; 
the relationships of the densities of the leech populations 
to mean Mg"*"^  concentrations and t o t a l r e s i s t i v i t i e s £U>e 
shown i n figures 21 and 22 respectively. 
In each ease the figure for the leech population 
i s the highest untransformed mean population found i n the 
r i v e r on a stony substrate. Only means of five or more 
samples (where available) were used. The numbers of 
H. stagnalis are shown on half the scale of the other species. 
Streams without leeches are not included. Only calcium 
concentration appears to be correlated with the leech 
population. 
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Table 42. 
Galeium concentrations in waters inveitigated* 
Stream Ga+4^ (ppm> Date Ca'M-CppB) Date Ga*+(Rpa) Date 
Tees, Hd0rhouse 13.0 7 July 6.0 3 Aug. 
Wear, Wearhead 30.0 ti 
Wear, Stanhope 48.0 It 
Weart Wols^nghan 27.0 3 Aug. 
Wear, Witton 34.0 22 Aug. 
Wear above OaunlesS 40*0 15 July 30.0 21 Aug. 
WSar below Gaunless 54.0 26 July 49.0 30 Aug. 
Wear, Groxdale 60.O 30 April 66.0 1 June 63.5 4 July. 
Wear, Croxdal© pool 66.0 5 Aug. 
Wear. Durham 64.5 24 Hay 58.5 24 Jwne 64.0 26 July. 
Holywell 58.Q 15 June 38.0 l i July 60.5 10 Aug. 
Uautnless 90.0 17 July 64.5 16 Aug; 
Urancdpeth 49.0 8 June 45.0 9 July 33.5 11 Aug . . 
Browniey 45^0 29 Hay 58.5 30 June 45.0 -30 July. 
Oeeriiess 70.0 9 June 70.0 8 July 58.5 9 Aug. 
^(Hixdale 92.5 27 Hay 95.0 27 Jiiine 86.0 28 July« 
Oeemess Tributary 55.5 9 June 
Quarry 30.O f Juiy 
Waskerley 14.5 3 Aug -
Whiteweil U8.0 21 Hay 123.0 14 July 102.0 24 Aug. 
Saltwell 58,5 4 June 32.0 4 Aug. 
jMlekynaok 163.0 30 Hay 104.0 4 July. 
Goats Burn 190.0 11 A\ig. 
Table 43. 
ft 
MagnLOst^ n eoneentratlOHa iii waters inveftlsated. 
Stream Mg'H-fjpa Date Hg'M-p]^  Date Mg-H^ ppa Date 
tees, Hoorhduse .8 7 July 1 3 Aug. 
Waskerley d ) 5.6 3 Aug. 
Wear, Wolsine^iam Iv l© 3 Aug. 
Wear, W^arhead 5 7 July 
Quarrf, Weartiead 2.5 t» 
Wear, Wltten 1© 22 Aug. 
Wear abpve &iunJ.ess 9.2 15 July 12 21 Aug. 
jBraneepeth 29 8 June 14 9 J ^ 18 11 Aug. 
Saitveli 12 4 June 21 4 Aug. 
Wear, Staiihope 6.5 7 July 
BrovEiey 21 20 May 20 30 Juno 24 30 July. 
Hpiywell 22 15 June 13 i l Jufy 38 10 Aug. 
Wear belocir Sunless 21 U July 26 30 Aug. 
Deerness Tributary 
Wear^ Groxdaie 31 30 May 25 2 July 30 4 July. 
DeernQSs 92 9 Juhd 52 8 July 45 9 Aug. 
Qavinless 90 17 July 96 16 Aug. 
et&xiah^ Beck 86 27 Hay 76 27 Jvine 74 28 July. 
Wbitewell 27 21 Hay 40 14 July 52 24 Aug. 
Nlcfeynack 210 3p Hay 150 4 July. 
Gloats Burn 170 11 Aug. 
Wear, Durhas 27 24 Hay 23 24 Jime 20 26 July. 
Wear, Croxdale 
so i l Water 36 26 Julyi 
Table 44. 
Total'««ii»tance and p** of the waters investigated. 
Stream 
Wear, 
DUii^ haB 
erossdale 
Beok 
Brqimey 
Deemess 
IteaQcepetb 
Wear: 
Grcixdale 
Holywell 
Uopxiiouse 
Wear^ 
Wearhead 
Quarry 
Stanhope 
Whiteffeli 
Wear above 
daunless 
Wear belcw 
datinless 
Gaunlesa 
Waskerley 
Wear, 
Woisin^tas 
Weari 
GrMEdale pool 
Wltt<m I s 
Wear 
Date p" 
21 Hay 8.3 
27 Hay 8.8 
29 Hay 8.3 
3 Jtee 8.6 
8 Jne 8.4 
7 Jne 8.6 
Resist 
< ) 
Date Resist Date p" Resist 
( ) ( ) 
16 7.8 
24 June 
27 
30 -
8 Jly 
9 Jiy 
2 •* 
11 •* 
7 •* 
>j » 
1 " 
14 " 
15 " 
15 " 
17 " 
214 26 Jiy 8.3 262 
8.0 132 28 
7.8 270 30 
a. 6 
7.6 560 
7.8 200 
8.3 
9 Aug 6.9 
8.2 288 3 
7.6 725 10 
6.9 1900 
8.1 918 
8.7 990 
8.2 1145 
7.6 260 24 
8.7 440 21 
8.7 360 
8.2 200 16 
2 
2 
5 
22 
7.9 
7.9 
8.4 
8.2 
7.5 
7.4 
8.1 
8.1 
• •.66. • 
A l l except three of the s i t e s examined had mean 
pH values between 7.8 and 8.2. pH therefore does not seem 
l i k e l y to have had a.great effect on leech populations. 
The range of calcium content within which a species 
occurs^ and the percentage of streams within the range where 
i t i s present, are shown i n table 45. Leechless streams are 
not included i n . t h i s table. 
Species 
H. stagnalie 
G. oomplanata 
E. octoculata 
I , bykowskii 
H. sanguisnga 
Table 45 
Range of mean Ca 
conc^entration within 
which species i s 
found 
30 
14 
35 
49 
35 
77 p.p.m. 
114 p.p.m. 
77 p.p.m. 
91 p.p.m. 
6o p.p.m. 
% of streams 
withirj range 
where species 
i s present 
100 
92 
57 
67 
60 
The calcium and magnesium concentrations, and the 
presence of possibly toxic substances i n the leeohless streams, 
are shown i n table 46. 
Tucker (1958) relates the populations of leeches 
and other invertebrates to calcium concentration. 
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The range of calcium concentrations at which he 
found H* stagnalis» Q. complanata, and E. octoculata i s 
given i n table 47. 
Species 
H. stagnalis 
G. complanata 
E. octoculata 
Table 4? 
Range of mean Ca'*"*' 
concentrations within 
which the species was 
found (p.p.m.) 
3 - 88 
15 - 45 
10 - 88 
% of s i t e s within 
the range where 
the species i s 
found 
90 
50 
' 66.7 
Only ponds containing leeches were considered i n 
table 47. Both species of Trocheta were absent while H. 
sanguisuga was preisent i n only one pond* 
The relationship between the mean calcium 
concentration and the presence of leeches and numbers of 
leech species present i s shown i n table 48* 
% of ponds 
with leeches 
Number of leech 
species per pond 
Table 48 
Ponds with less than 
20 p.p.m. Ga** 
45 
1. 1. 1. 2, 5 
Ponds with more than 
20 p.p.m. Ga** 
100 
3. 4, 4, 5. 8 
Only one pond lacked H. etagnalis. 
. .69 . . 
Two other workers (Mann, 1955)t Bennike, 1943), 
relate the numbers of leeches to the t o t a l a l k a l i n i t y . 
Total a l k a l i n i t y can be defined as the to t a l concentration 
of weak acid ions. I t i s measured by t i t r a t i o n with .02 N 
sulphuric acid, using methyl orange as an indicator. Th^ls, 
though i t i s related to the t o t a l anion concentration, i t i s 
inevitably lower. 
Total alkaliTxity was expressed by Bennike as the 
number of parts per million of CaO equivalent to the amount 
of acid used; by Mann as the number of p.p.m. of CaCO^ 
equivalent to the amount of acid used; and by Tucker as 
the number of p.p.m. of Ca** equivalent to the amount of 
acid used. The l a t t e r form has been used throughout the 
present work, and a l l figures have been adjusted accordingly. 
The relationship between calcium concentration and 
t o t a l a l k a l i n i t y i n the ponds examined by Tucker i s shown i n 
figure! 23. $k% of the readings l i e between the two l i n e s , 
Mann (1955) investigated 11 streams i n the Lake D i s t r i c t and 
Berkshire, with t o t a l a l k a l i n i t i e s varying from 5 to 112 p.p.m. 
The number of leeches found per hour, the tot a l a l k a l i n i t y , 
and the rate of flow, are given i n table 49. The rates of 
flow are not defined i n the a r t i c l e , but probably do not 
correspond to those used i n the present work. 
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Mann a l s o examined ^7 l a k e s or ponds. The r e s u l t s 
are summarized i n t a b l e 50* I t i s worth noting that 
H. a t a g n a l l a was not found i n any body of water vd.th more 
than 96 p.p.m. t o t a l a l k a l i n i t y . 
The three most eUtrophic s i t e s examined by Mann were 
a stream and a pond with t o t a l a l k a l i n i t i e s of 97 p.p.m. and 
a stream with 112 p.p.m. t o t a l a l k a l i n i t y . I f the r e l a t i o n s h i p 
between t o t a l a l k a l i n i t y and calcium concentration based on 
Tucker (1958) i s v a l i d , then the calcium concentrations i n 
these waters are probably 113 to 172 p.p.m. ind I 3 ? to 195 
p.p.m. r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
The r e l a t i o n s h i p between the t o t a l a l k a l i n i t y and 
the number of l e e c h s p e c i e s present (based on Bennike, 19'^3 
and Mann, 1955) i s shown i n table 51* 
Table 52 shows the maximum and minimum calcitun and 
magnesium concentrations a t which various leech s p e c i e s have 
been found. The f i g u r e s for T. bykowskii are based e n t i r e l y 
on the present work. .. 
Two f i g u r e s are given for calcium. The upper one 
i s an approximation, derived from the f i g u r e s for t o t a l 
a l k a l i n i t y given by Mann (1955); the lower one i s the highest 
or lowest f i g u r e found i n the present work and Tucker (1958), 
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75. 
Trocheta bykowakll and Erpobdella ootociilate seem 
not to e x i s t together. T. bykowskli i s fovind i n four streams, 
o c t o c u l a t a i n th r e e . I n the Wear, E. octocttlata was found 
e x c l u s i v e l y i n the r i v e r bed below the water l e v e l , T. bykowskii 
was almost always found i n the ahingHe bank above the water 
l e v e l . No specimens of T. bykowskii were found i n the 
s h i n g l e bank a f t e r i t was covered by water (Wear, Frank'laiid• s 
Farm, 27th August). I n the other r i v e r s T. bykowskii U v e a 
both i n the bed and i n the banks* Competition with E. ootoculata 
i s not a l i k e l y explanation f o r the absence of bykowekii from 
the bed of the Wear, s i n c e the e l i m i n a t i o n of a s p e c i e s would 
c e r t a i n l y take more than a month* The most l i k e l y explanation 
i s t h a t the specimens of T. bykowskii moved upwards i n response 
to some chemical f a c t o r i n the water* 
From the report of the Wear and Tees R i v e r Board (I965) 
i t was found that Croxdale Beck, and the Browney below i t s 
confluence with the Deerneso (Trooheta bearing r i v e r s ) , have 
a c o n s i s t e n t l y higher c h l o r i d e content and b i o l o g i c a l oxygen 
demand than the Wear or Qaunlesa. T h i s i s shown i n table 53* 
. . 76 , . 
Table 53 
R i v e r 
Wear above aaunless 
Qaunless 
Wear below Oaunless 
to Durham 
Browney & Deerneas 
Croxdale Beck 
Mean C l 3 , 
1^  p.p.m. 
26 p.p.m^ 
16 - 26 p,p,m< 
k7 p.p.m. 
207 p.p.m. 
Mean B.O.D. 
1.3 
1.8 
1.5 - ^.1 
7.^ 
5.5 
Bennike (19'^ 3) i n v e s t i g a t e d f i v e Sphagnum bogs 
with t o t a l a l k a l i n i t i e s of 0 « 5 p.p.m. and 13 marshes 
with 15 - 100 p.p.m. t o t a l a l k a l i n i t y . (Marshes may be 
defined as having higher t o t a l a l k a l i n i t i e s than Sphagnum 
bogs, and a vegetation not dominated by Sphagnum). 
Leeches were present i n a l l the marshes, but 
absent from a l l the Sphaf^num bogs. 
Herten (1937) s t a t e s that water containing 
d i s s o l v e d substances from peat i s poisonous to le e c h e s , and 
that Helobdella s t a g n a l i s i s more r e s i s t a n t to t h i s form of 
poisoning than Erpobdella o c t o c u l a t a . 
I t was thought th a t Trocheta bykowskii might be 
absent from the bed of the r i v e r Wear because of higher 
s e n s i t i v i t y to peat e f f l u e n t s than E . octoculata and 
G. complanata. 
. . 77 . . 
To t e s t t h i s hypothesis, the following experiment 
was c a r r i e d out: " 
8 specimens of G, complanata. k7 specimens of 
Ei o c t o c u l a t a , and 11 specimens of T. bykowskii were put i n t o 
water from a moorland stream which completely l a c k s leeches* 
The water was rep l a c e d every day. 
At the end of f i v e days a l l were a l i v e , and appeared 
p e r f e c t l y h e a l t h y . 
A stronger s o l u t i o n of peat e f f l u e n t was made by 
soaking some peat i n water from the same stream f o r 12 hours 
and f i l t e r i n g the r e s u l t a n t s o l u t i o n * 
The immediate r e a c t i o n s to immersion i n t h i s 
s o l u t i o n were: 
G. complanata. The suckers f a i l e d to hold on to the g l a s s . 
The animals continued to make un s u c c e s s f u l crawling movements, 
f l e x i n g and s t r a i g h t e n i n g t h e i r bodies. 
E. o c t o c u l a t a . The animals l o s t the power to grip the s u b s t r a t e . 
Most of them made very r a p i d , convulsive swimming movements, which 
l a s t e d up to 30 minutes. A few of the l a r g e r specimens managed 
to a t t a c h the r e a r sucker, a f t e r a few minutes, but could not 
a t t a c h the front one* 
T. bykowskiit The animals l o s t the power to grip with t h e i r suckers. 
Most made convulsive swimming a t f i r s t ; a f t e r 5 - 1 0 minutes t h i s 
stopped. Many s m a l l p i e c e s of g r i t stuck to t h e i r bodies, p o s s i b l y 
due to some disturbance of the slime glands* 
••78,« 
Death was preeuaed to occur vhen the aniaal ao longer 
moved epontaneouBly or responded to touch* The azdaala may i n 
f a c t have been moribund well before t h i s stage was reached. 
The tiise taken for the leeches to die i s shown i n 
figure 24, The relationship between the individual weight and 
the length of s u r v i v a l i s shown i n figure 25, 
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WBEDim HABITS 
The gut eonteots of 20 speoimens of ! I ^ h e t a bryfeowakli 
irere examined under the aloroseope* I t was found that: 
10 contained aetae of small oligochaats (mainly Naidaa) 
3 contained ohlronoBlds 
3 containad t e z r e s t r l a l (Qrolerrhc^hcma larvae 
2 contained oatraoods 
1 eoatained Izuwot traehaae 
1 opntainsd legs of a probably t e r r e s t r i a l insect 
1 oentainad large setae, probably Arom a lunbrioid 
A l l contained a considerable amount of g r i t and anerphous matter; 
many contained l i v e or dead a l g a l u n i o e l l s * 
Table 3k slieira the feeding habits of the leechas found 
i n the r i v e r ^ a r and i t s t r i b u t a r i e s * I t i s based p a r t l y on 
ebservationsy p a r t l y on Herter 1937 ssd Uonn 1962* Several 
d e t a i l s are not given i n the table* For instance, only the 
yoimg of &* coBplanatf (neighing l e s s than *0050gD) attack 
g* ooteoulata. T. bykowskii and E* octooulata. idien tbay 
feed on large oUgcohaets, attack only immature speoimens, 
or dead or injured adults* 
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Pho^tesy 
I t was observed that the young of Helobdella s t a g n a l i B 
have a strong tendency to a t t a c h themselves to other leeches* 
I n one sample, 111 out of l48 specimens of H, s t a g n a l i e weighing 
l e s s than .0020 gm had attached themselves to the lower surface 
of 10 specimens of Glossiphonia complanata. S i x had attached 
themselves to,seven specimens of Trocheta bykowskii. 
To t e s t the p o s s i b i l i t y of one form of phonesy, 
groups of 10 young Helobdella s t a g n a l i a , 10 young Glossiphonia 
comglanata, and 3 young Batracobdella paludosa were each put 
i n t o a g l a s s c o n t a i n e r , diameter 6", containing a large specimen 
®^ Theromyzon tesaelatum. The fol l o w i n g r e a c t i o n s were observedt 
H. s t a g n a l i s . A l l had attached themselves to the v e n t r a l surface 
of the Theromyzon w i t h i n four hours. They were attached by the 
near sucker, and did not appear to be feeding on the T. teseelatum. 
G. complanata showed no response to T. tesselatum. 
B a t r a c o b d e l l a paludosa. These attached themselves by the 
a n t e r i o r sucker to the edge of the d o r s a l surface of the 
tesselatum w i t h i n two days. They appeared to be feeding 
on i t . 
G l o s s i p h o n i a complanata heis been observed attached to the legs 
or f e a t h e r s of aquatic b i r d s (Herten). I have often found 
that up to ten specimens had attached themselves to my fee t 
while I was c o l l e c t i n g . 
I observed no tendency towards phoiftfesy i n any other 
s p e c i e s * 
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Aocoz'ding to Herter, leeohes or t h e i r eocoons aaor be 
oarried accidentally along with algae and debris by birds and 
msmmals. 
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DISCUSSION 
The follo%d.ng aspects of the present work are 
diseussedt 
i . The i n f l u e n c e of other animals on l e e c h e s , 
i i . The i n f l u e n c e of chemical f a c t o r s on leeches, 
i i i . The i n f l u e n c e of the nature of the substrate on leeohes, 
i v . The a b i l i t y of leeches to d i s p e r s e themselves. 
V, The methods used i n the present work, 
v i . P o s s i b l e future reeearoh suggested by the present work. 
i . I n f l u e n c e of other animals on leeches 
From t a b l e 5^ i t can be seen that a l l the s p e c i e s 
found, except Therwnyzon t e s a e l a t u a eat a f a i r l y wide range 
of prey. Almost a l l the s i t e s examined were found to have 
l a r g e populations of s n a i l s , i n s e c t l a r v a e , and o l i g o c h a e t s . 
These s i t e s are therefore able to support any of the s p e c i e s 
found, except p o s s i b l y T. tesaclatum. 
The main exception i s Croxdale Beck, which has 
comparatively few s n a i l s . I n s p i t e of t h i s i t aupporta a 
poptilation of Qlossiphonia complemata. I t was therefore 
concluded th a t the d i s t r i b u t i o n i n the streams examined i a 
not Caused by the preaence or absence of s u i t a b l e prey. 
Maim (1959) states that T. bykowskii i s unable to 
establish i t s e l f where Haemopie eangulsuga i s present. This 
seems unlikely, i n view of the fact that both species were 
associated i n quite large niimbers i n a shingle bank i n the 
Weai* at Frankland'a Farip, Durham, 
i i . Effects of Chemical factors on leeches 
From the results of the present work i t appears that 
Glossiphonia oomplanata i s the most \«ideBpread species, and 
tolerates the widest range of Ca'*"*' concentrations* The other 
species appear to tolerate only a r e l a t i v e l y narrow range of 
Calcium concentrations (see table k^, figure 20)* 
This result d i f f e r s from the observations of 
Tucker (1958) who foimd that H. etagnalis and E, ootoculata 
occurred at calcium concentrations much higher and lower than 
the apparent upper and lower l i m i t s found i n t h i s work (see. 
table 46). 
K.H. Mann (1955) gives t o t a l a l k a l i n i t y , not calcium 
concentration. I f the relationship between t o t a l a l k a l i n i t y 
emd calcitun concentration given by Tucker (1958) i s v a l i d 
(see figure 23), 0. complanata and E..octooulata occur i n 
waters which vary from an extremely low to an extremely high 
calcium concentration. Though extremely high or low 
concentrations of calcium may affect these species, there i s 
i n spite of the results of the present work no sign that calcium 
may be a l i m i t i n g factor i n nature. Helobdella stagnalia, on 
the other hand,, i s absent from the two tr i b u t a r i e s of the Wear 
with the highest calcium concentrations, and from the three 
bodies of water investigated by Mann (1955) vd.th the highest 
t o t a l a l k a l l n i t i e s . I t i s possible that high calcium 
concentrations are a l i m i t i n g factor for H. stagnalis. The 
l e v e l at which calcium becomes l i m i t i n g might i t s e l f be 
affected by other factors. T. bykowskii may occur only 
wi t h i n a f a i r l y narrow range of calcium concentrations 
(^ 9 - 91 p.p.m.), but i t was not possible to confirm t h i s 
by reference to other work. I t was only found i n waters 
with a low t o t a l r e s i s t i v i t y (less than 300, (see figure 22), 
i . e . with a high concentration of dissolved ions. 
fiennike (19^3) and Mann (1955) found that 
Haemopia sanguisuga appears not to occur above calcium 
concentrations of c. 76 - 123 p.p.m., and t o t a l a l k a l i n i t i e s 
of c* 70 p.p.m. (see table 52). 
There seems to he l i t t l e difference i n the minimum 
t o t a l alkalixxities on calcium concentrations tolerated by 
H. stagnalis, Q. complanata, E, octoculata, and H. sanguisuga. 
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Tucker (1958) determined the magnesium contents of 
the ponds investigated. His results seem very low, ranging 
from .2 to 6.8 p.p.m., while those of the present work range 
from .8 to 210 p.p.m. Only 17% of the streams found i n the 
present work to contain leeches had magnesium concentrations 
w i t h i n the range found by Tucker. There i s no evidence that 
magnesium concentrations influenced the leech populations* 
Of the leechless streams found i n the present work, 
two are riv e r s draining o f f moorlands, thus containing peat 
effluents; three are smal3i streams polluted by sewage, coal 
wastes, or detergents (see table ^6). I t i s thus quite 
l i k e l y that the absence of leeches i s not due to the calcium 
arid magnesium concentrations present. 
The frequent absence of leeches from waters with 
low'calcium concentrations or t o t a l a l k a l i n i t i e s (see tables 
& 51) may be because such waters are often found i n moorlands, 
and therefore contain peat effluents. 
The upper reaches of the Wear, draining o f f moorlands, 
lack leeches, Helobdella stagnalla i s fovmd i n large numbers 
higher up the V/ear (Witton-le-VJear) than any other species. 
This i s probably due to i t s greater tolerance of peat effluents. 
I t was thought that T. bykowskii might be absent from 
the bed of the Wear because of the effects of peat effluents. 
The experiment with peat waters, however, showed that Trocheta 
bykowskii i s i n fact less sensitive to water containing peat 
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effluent than either E. octoculata or G. complanata. Specimens 
of G. complanata and E. octocnlata of equal weight were roughly 
equally sensitive. The specimens of 6. complanata did i n fact 
die sooner because of t h e i r smaller size. The experiment was 
not e n t i r e l y satisfactory, since the'smallest, and therefore 
presumably most sensitive, stages were not available* 
I t is'stated (p.75) that Trocheta bykowskii i s „ 
probably absent from the beds of the Wear and Gaunless because 
of some chemical factor. These rivers have consistently > 
lower chloride concentrations and biological oxygen demands 
than the r i v e r s with T. bykowskii i n t h e i r beds (see table 53). 
\ -However, the Wear and Tees Water Board quoted about 
25 d i f f e r e n t chemical and physical factors for each r i v e r that 
they examined* The fact that these two factors were consistently 
higher for ri v e r s with T. bykowskii i n t h e i r beds i s therefore 
not s t a t i s t i c a l l y s i g n i f i c a n t * No conclusions should be dravm 
from table unless the results are confirmed by other work; 
i ^ i * Effects of Substrate , 
The relationship between the numbers of leeches per 
square yard and the nature of the substrate i s given i n 
figures 12 & 13; the relationship between the percentage each 
species forms of the leech population, and the nature of the 
substrate, i s given i n tables 38 & 39« 
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The various species found appear to show the 
following substrate preferences: 
Helobdella stagaalis. 
I n every r i v e r where thdLs species occurs, i t i e 
commonest on stony substjrates with a slow current, where i t may 
e x i s t i n very large numbers. I t i s much lees common among seeds, 
and i s completely absent from mud, and from shingle bankS' above 
the water l e v e l . 
The population density and the percentage of 
H. stagnalis i n the t o t a l leech population both decrease rapidly 
i n areas with a moderate current. This i s shown i n the river-
Wear where mesui population i n stony areas of slow current vary 
from 80 to 332 per square yard (51 - 7B% of the t o t a l leech 
population), which i n areas of moderate flow means populations 
vary from © to 3•3 per square yard (0 - 18?^  of the t o t a l leech 
population). This decrease i s also confinned by Mann's 
results as shown i n table h9. This shows that, of the rivers 
with less than 80 p.p.m. t o t a l a l k a l i n i t y , three were described 
as "very slow" to "moderate"; the remaining six were described 
as " f a s t " . I n a l l the " f a s t " r i v e r s , H. stagnalis i s absent, 
or present i n very low numbers; i n the "slow" and "very slow" 
r i v e r s i t i s the commonest species; i n the one "moderate" 
r i v e r i t occurs i n equal numbers to E. octoculata. 
Populations of H. stagnalis vary greatly within 
apparently uniform areas. The clearest examples of this are 
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shown i n table ko. I n the r i v e r Browney, areias 6 • 8 which 
had been disturbed by previous sampling had a mean population 
of 69.4 H. stagnalis per square yard, while areas 9-15 which 
had not been disturbed had a mean population of 22.1 H. stagnalia 
per square yard. 
After an area has been examined i t i s impossible to 
replace a l l the stones exactly. The crevices between the 
stones and the un.der3.ying mud w i l l therefore be wider than 
before. H. etagnalie was never ifound on those surfaces of 
stones which were actually touching the mud, and appears to 
be unable to burrow i n t o the mud. Widening the gaps between 
the stones and mud would therefore make more space available 
fo r t h i s species. The numbers of th i s species are probably 
to a large extent determined by the degree to which the crevices 
between the stones are f i l l e d by mud. This factor i s d i f f i c u l t 
to measure exactly. I t may, however, be significant that four 
of the areas with very large populations of H. stagnalis 
(Gaunless, 29th August, Wear, Frankland's Feirm, Wear below 
Gaunless, Bishop AucklGind, and the Quarry at Wearhead) had 
largely a r t i f i c i a l substrates, including much broken brick and 
s l a t e . Such aresis might tend to have high populations of 
H. sta^nalis u n t i l the crevices are s i l t e d up. 
Qlossfe)honia complanata i s commonest on stones i n 
areas of slow Ourrent. I n the r i v e r VJear i t forme only 7 - 28^ 
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of the t o t a l leech population on this substrate beca^/se of the 
f 
presence of very large numbers of H. stagnalis and E.^octoculata; 
I n other rivers i t occxirs i n roughly similar numbers but usually 
foirms a larger proportion of the population on this t ^ e of 
substrate. I t i s also f a i r l y common on reedsi I 
• • • • • •. • • • f • • 
a; complanata becomes less common as the current 
'• • . . • ' • • • f • increases. The density decreases less rapidly than fthat of 
H. atagrialis and E; octoculata, so that i t forms a hi|gher 
proportion of the t o t a l leech population i n regions v^th a 
moderate, current* Thus i n four out of s i x groups of. samples 
• . 1^  
from regions of moderate current from the r i v e r V/ear | 
G. oomplanata forme 30 - k3% of the population. 
G« complanata does not show as much V€Lrlati^n within 
an apparently uniform substrate as H. stagrialis or T.>; bykowekii 
~ V' 
(see table kQ)» I t appears to respond to difference^ i n 
substrate less than other species* | 
A few specimens of 6. eomplanata were foundf on sticks 
among the mud of the VJear, or i n the edge of the shinkle banks I • 
i n Croxdale Beck. These few can be considered as s^ays from 
nearby reeds. | 
G. complanata i s p r a c t i c a l l y confined to so|>id 
substrates beneath the surface of the water. 
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Erpobdella octoculata 
This species i s commonest on stony substrates with a 
slow current, and among reeds. On the stones i n slow parts of 
the Wear i t has. mean densities of 23 - 8 l per square yard (14 -
3**% of the t o t a l leech population). The numbers on reeds are 
approximately similar (4? - 90 per square yard), but this species 
forms 48 <- 80% of the t o t a l leech population because of the 
scarcity of H. stagnalis. 
The populations of Erpobdella octoculaia are lower 
i n areas with a faster current (5 - 44 per square yard). This 
decrease i s slower than that of H. stagnalis so that i t tends 
to form a larger proportion (44 - 84%) of the t o t a l leech 
population. This tendency i s shown i n Mann's results (Table 49). 
I n the two slow flowing streams with less than 80 p.p.m. t o t a l 
a l k a l i n i t y E. octoeulata forms only a small percentage of the 
t o t a l leech populationi i n the seven remaining streams i t i s 
dominant, or co-dominant. Unlike the Uear, there eeecis to be 
a decrease i n actual numbers of E. octoculata i n the slow streams. 
Both the numbers of E. octoeulata and the pei'centage 
i t forms of the t o t a l leech population taken from the Wear at 
Croxdale on 30th A p r i l and 4th June are much higher than those 
of the areas sampled on 4th July and 6th August. The areas 
sampled on the l a t t e r two dates appear to have been less 
sheltered from the current than those sampled on 30th A p r i l 
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and 1st June. I t i s possible that the lower proportion of 
E. octoculata and the higher proportion of G. complanata on 
4th July and 6th August were due to E. octoculata being less 
resistant to current than G. complanata. 
•The extremely low numbers and proportions of 
E' o c t o c u l a t a i n ai^eas with a moderate current above the confluence 
with the QaunlesB may be due to the combined effects of current 
and predation by Trocheta subviridis. 
E. octoGulata i s almost never found above the water 
l e v e l . I t seems to be the only species found that can l i v e i n 
mud without any firm s u b s t r a t e . 
Trocheta bykowekil 
Most specimens of T. bykowskii were foimd i n well 
marked burrows under stones. In the r i v e r VJear almost a l l the 
specimens were found i n an exposed shingle bank; i n Croxdale 
Beck and the r i v e r Deerness the highest nvimbers were found i n 
shingle banks, or i n stony parts of the r i v e r bank* I t thus 
seems that T. bykowskii i s most common i n stony s o i l (the 
in t e r s t i c e s i n the shingle banks were a l l f i l l e d with s o i l ) at 
or j u s t above the le v e l of the water table. I t i s also quite 
common on r i v e r beds consisting of loose stones, as i n the 
Deerness and Browney. I t i s not known how far T. bykowskii 
penetrates i n t o r i v e r banks. I t shows a definite tendency to 
accumulate under large f l a t stones (see tables Zk & 30). 
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Like those of H. stagnalis, populations of T.'bykowskii may 
vary greatly within an apparently uniform substrate, as can be 
seen from the samples from the r i v e r Deerness on September 3rd -
5th (see table 4o). 
Trocheta subviridus 
This species was found i n f p i r l y large numbers i n the 
parts of the Wear with a moderate current above the Gaunless at 
Biahop Auckland. 
According to Herter (1957) there are two "ecological 
races", of t h i s species. One liveis i n fast mountain streams 
and i s confined to the water, the other lives i n stagnant or 
sluggish and often polluted waters, and i s amphibious. The 
specimens from Bishop Auckland were of the former type. 
I t i s noteworthy that not one specimen of T. subviridua 
was found i n the slow flowing parts of the Wear at Bishop 
Auckland. 
Specimens of T. subviridis were also found near or i n 
a small pool sheltered from the main body of the r i v e r Wear at 
Croxdale. During the winter when the r i v e r i s higher this pool 
i s joined to the r i v e r . They are thus l i v i n g i n a completely 
d i f f e r e n t habitat from those found at Bishop Auckland. The 
single adult specimen found here also differed i n appearance, 
being yellow, not green l i k e those at Bishop Auckland, The 
population p r o f i l e s ( c . f . figvire 2 and figure 8) are also 
completely d i f f e r e n t . 
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Haemopls sanguisuga seems to be commonest among reeds and i n 
stony banks just above water l e v e l . Occasional specimens were 
found i n stony parts of the r i v e r bed. 
The difference between the results obtained by 
K.H. Mann (1955) and those of the present work when comparing 
leech faunas of stones and reeds (see table kl) may be due to 
three possible factorsj 
i. The reed beds examined by Mann may not have consisted 
of Sparganium erecta. 
ii. The reed beds examined by Mann were i n s t i l l , not flowing, 
water. 
i l l . The reed beds examined by Mann may have been on a stony, 
not a muddy, substrate. - Kie aerijal shoots of S. erecta 
die down during the winter. Since there are no stones near 
these reed beds, the leeches would have to burrow i n the 
mud among the rhiyomes of £. erecta. I f , as has been 
suggested, H. stagnalia has no a b i l i t y to burrow i n mud, 
then almost the whole population would be exterminated 
during the winter. E, octoculata, on the other hand, 
can survive i n mud without any s o l i d substrate. I t s 
numbers would therefore not be so dr a s t i c a l l y reduced 
when the reeds die down i n the autumn* 
I f the reed beds examined by Mann were on a stony 
substrate, then a far higher proportion of the H. stagnalis 
population would survive the winter. 
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Dispersal 
Gloasiphonia complanata or Helobdella stagnalis were 
present at every s i t e where leeches were found. This includes 
lour sites which are isolated from leech.bearing watersj 
Waskerley Beck and Cowshill Quarry, which drain into leechless 
stretches of the r i v e r Wear, Crossthwaite Beck, draining into a 
leechless stretch of the upper Tees, and the cow pond at the 
Cock of the North, Durham, which has neither inflow nor outflow. 
The specimens of G, complanata found i n the upper parts of 
Birahcepeth and Whitewell Beck can also be described as isolated 
since t h i s species cannot be expected to crawl upstream from 
the heavily populated areas, over an unstable clay substrate. 
One possible explanation of the presence of leeches 
i n such isolated places i s phoresy. 
The experiment with Theromyaon tesselatum (Results, 
pa:rt 5) was carried out because T, tesaelatum enters the nased 
cavities and pharynx of birds, and sucks t h e i r blood. According 
to Herter, i t usually spends 4 - 5 days i n i t s host, and emerges 
while the b i r d i s drinking. I f young specimens of H, stagnalis 
and B. paludosa are carried i n t h i s way, the chances of being 
returned to the water would be great, the chances of dessication 
would be s l i g h t , and the distance over which they would be 
carried might be considerable. 
From the experiment i t seems very l i k e l y that these 
two species are carried by T. tesselatum, though further 
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experiments would be needed to prove i t * 
G. complanata and H. stagnalia may be present i n 
isolated sites because they have greater powers of dispersal by 
phoresy than the erpobdellids or Haemopis. 
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Methods 
Animal numbers are estimated by two main methods; 
marking and recapture; and direct counting of individuals. 
The f i r s t method was not applicable here. ' Leeches are moist 
skinned animals, and therefore d i f f i c u l t to mark* They are 
slow moving animals and would take a long time to randomize. 
I t was therefore decided i n the present work to 
estimate the density from samples of the population* This has 
been done either by noting the number of individuals caught 
w i t h i n a given period, or the number caught within a given area. 
The f i r s t method has been much used, e.g* Mann 1955* 
I t was not used i n the present work for the following reasonst 
i* Areas with a moderate current tend to have small leech 
populations l i v i n g on a substrate of large stones* Areas 
with a slow current tend to have a large leech population 
l i v i n g on a substrate of small stones. The population of 
a given area with a slow current would therefore be counted 
much more slowly than that of an eqtial area with a moderate 
current* The differences between the two types of substrate 
would therefore be underestimated. 
11* There may be considerable differences between the speeds of 
d i f f e r e n t workers. There may also be great differences i n 
the speed at which one individual works on different occasions; 
for instance a person w i l l work more clumsily and therefore 
more slowly when his hands are cold* 
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i i i . I f a population i s described as numbers caught per unit 
time, then i t i s not possible to estimate the mean population 
of an area, or to make a comparison with animals caught by 
another method, e.g. dredging. 
For t h i s work, the choice had to be made between searching 
for leeches i n a large number of small areas or i n a small number of 
large areas. Since a stony r i v e r bed i s a very irregular substrate, 
samples of an exact area or volume, l i k e s o i l cores, cannot be taken* 
Supposing that, owing to these i r r e g u l a r i t i e s , the lengths of the 
sides of the quadrats examined may vary by as much as one inch,, 
2 2 
then the actual areas of foot square quadrats w i l l be 11 i n to, 13 i n * 
Thus the maximum quadrat w i l l be 4o% larger than the minimum. I f 
the ;.quadrat size i s increased to 6 s q . f t . , the difference i s only 
15%. 
Leeches i n general have a strong tendency to aggregate 
together. A small quadrat size would tend , to give a large number 
of zero readings and very high values. I t was thought that larger 
quadrat sizes would give samples with smaller variances rel a t i v e 
to the mean, and a v a r i a b i l i t y tending to approximate to a Poisson 
d i s t r i b u t i o n * 
A further d i f f i c u l t y about vustng small quadrats i s that 
when the sand or mud beneath the stones i s taken out for sieving, 
sand or mud flows i n t o the area from outside* I t i s thus not 
known whether the leeches caught i n the sieve were o r i g i n a l l y 
w i t h i n the quadrat area or not. This sovirce of inaccuracy i s 
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made lees important by using large quadrats* 
The ideal solution to the problem of quadrat size would 
of course be to use large numbers of large quadrats* I t took an 
average of 1 * 1)4 hours to examine each of the large quadrats 
which were used. I t would be impossible to use^ twenty or more 
such quadrats at each s i t e without greatly reducing the number of 
si t e s examined* 
I t was therefore decided to use small (5 - 10) numbers 
of large quadrate. Unfortunately, th i s means that the s t a t i s t i c a l 
results are often very vague* The upper 955^  confidence l i m i t for 
the mean, for instance, i s often ten times larger than the lower 
l i m i t s * This means that only the most extreme differences between 
mean population densities at dif f e r e n t sites can be shown to be 
s t a t i s t i c a l l y s i g n i f i c a n t . I f larger numbers of smaller areas 
were used, the confidence l i m i t s for the mean would be narrower, 
but would be based on less accurate samples* 
The inaccuracy i n one group of 20 - 30 samples i s l i k e l y 
to be as great as that i n another such groups The two groups of 
samples would therefore be s t a t i s t i c a l l y compellable. Thus iising 
large numbers of small quadrats would probably give better results. 
Projoosals for future research 
Two possible lines of research were suggested by the 
present work* 
I n general, animal populations are sampled from supposedly 
uniform substrates. The differences between quadrats are supposed 
to r e f l e c t tendencies of the animals towards aggregation on under-
dispersal. I t i s quite l i k e l y , however, that most stony r i v e r 
beds are not uniform at all, and that the d i s t r i b u t i o n of leeches 
i e complicated both by t h e i r tendency to aggregate and by irregular 
differences i n the substrate. The accuracy of the present work 
has been greatly decreased because i t has not been possible to 
judge the nature of the substrate at a l l exactly. 
A series of accurate measurements of factors within the 
substrate would therefore be very usefxil. 
Possibly important factors includes 
the speed of water over the surface of the substrate, and i n 
the crevices between the stones| 
the degree to which the crevices between the stones are 
f i l l e d by mud or sand; 
the r e l a t i v e size of the stones i n the substrate{ 
the proportions of mud^ sand, and organic matter within the 
substrate; 
the oxygen content of the water between the stones; 
the presence of toxic substances, such as hydrogen sulphide, 
i n the mud. 
• •lOQ*.. 
Though some of these factors might be hard to measure, 
they would probably give a clearer explanation of the variations 
i n numbers of leeches. 
The t o x i c i t y of peat effluents to leeches i s not yet 
understood. I t i s not caused by either low pB or h i ^ organic 
content of the water. Presumably i t i s catised by some specific 
oompotmd or compounds. These have not been i d e n t i f i e d . I f these 
toxins Could be i d e n t i f i e d and isolated, the su s c e p t i b i l i t i e s of the 
various species could be compared exactly. I t would also be 
possible to distinguish between the effects of low calcium or 
other anion concentrations and the effects of peat effluents. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
i. None of the species appear to be limi t e d by a shortage o f prey. 
ii. Calcium and peat effluents are the only chemical factors which 
were shown to influence the presence and species composition 
of leech populations. 
Helobdella stagnalis and Haemopis sanguisuga seem to be 
unable to inhabit waters with high calcium concentrations. 
Helobdella stagnalis may be.able to tolerate higher calcium 
concentrations (c.112-169 p.p.m.) than Haemopis sanguisuga 
(c,76-123 p.p.m.). 
Helobdella stagnalis and Trocheta bykowskii are less 
susceptible to poisoning by peat effluents than Glossiphonia 
complanata and Erpobdella octoculata. For t h i s reason, 
S* Btagnalie i s found higher up the r i v e r V/ear than 
G. complanata or E. oetooulata, 
i i i . I n the r i v e r s investigated: 
H. stagnalis i s commonest on stony areas with a slow current, 
- where i t may be the commonest species, and i s rare on reeds or 
stony places with a moderate current. 
a, complanata i s commonest on istony areas with a slow current, 
and on reeds. I t may be the commonisst species on either of 
' these substrates i f large numbers of H. stagnalis and 
E. octocnlata are not present. I t i s less common i n stony 
areas with a moderate current. 
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S. octooulata i s commonest i n etosiy areas idth a slow current, 
end smozig reeds» nfaere i t i s the oommoneflt species. I t i s 
less frequent i n stony areas with a moderate current, but i s 
the commonest species on this substrate, i n the absenoe of 
Trocheta gubviridis. E, octoculata i s the only species found 
that inhabits mud without aiQr solid substrate. 
Troehsta tykowskii i s commonest i n stony river banks or shingle 
banks ^^st above the water level. I t i s less common ( i n one 
case nearly absent) i n stooy river beds. 
Trooheta subvlridis was found i n two very different habitats; 
a stoiy area with moderate flow at Bishop Auckland. 
a small pool, separated from the river by a shines bank at 
Croxdale. 
Haemepia sang^uisu^a i s commonest among reeds (Sparganium 
ereotft) and i n stony parts of the river bank Just above water 
level. I t i s occasionalljr found i n the zlver bed. 
i v . Phoreaty may p l ^ an importaat part i n the distribution of the 
Crlossiphorlds found* I n the ease of H. ata^nalis and 
Batraoobdella paludosa the "oarrifflp" i s Theromyson tesselatum; 
i n the pass of £• ooaplanata. the "earriera" are warm blooded 
vertebrates. 
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SUMMART 
Areaa i n the r i v ^ Wear, some of I t s tributaries, and 
four nearby tratere vers ssaxvhed for leeohss. Hean dsnsitiea 
and, where possible, eonfidenoe l i s d l t B for the means were oaloulated. 
The oaloiua and magnesium contents, pff, and t o t a l r e s i s t i v i t y «ere 
aeasux^d. These factors, and the nature of the substrate, wore 
related to the densities of the leech populations. 
E^eriments nere performed to test the possibility of 
phorefQT ooeusrring using Thwonyapn tesselatun as a earrier and to 
fi n d the relative sux^val times of H. stagnalis. E, oetooulata and 
ty^waMl I n water eontainlng peat effluents. 
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